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and 'oven-times odd1 (TrfpiTra d praxis), which
are evidently used in the pimple sense of the products of even and oven, odd and odd, odd and even, and ovon and odd factors respectively.1 Euclid's clarification docs not go much beyond this; he doe* not attempt to make- tho four definitions mutually exclusive.2 An * odd-times odd * number is of course any odd number which is not prime; but 'even-times even' ('ft number measured by an even number according to an even number') does not exclude 'even-times odd' ('a number measured by an even number according to an odd number'); e.g. 24. which is fi times 4, or 4 times G, is also 8 times 3. Euclid did not apparently distinguish, any more than Plato, between ' even-times odd ' and ' odd-times even ' (the definition of the latter in the texts of Euclid was probably interpolated). The Neo-Pythagoreans improved the classification thus. With thorn the 'even-times oven ' number is that which 1ms its halves even, the halves of the halves even, and so on till unity is reached'3; in short, it. is n number of the form 2". The ' oven-odd ' number (dpTioweptTTQs in olio word) is such a number as, when once halved, loaves us quotient an odd number,4 i.e. a number of the form 2 (2?ji+ 1). The 'odd-even ' number (irepta-o-dpTiQ?} is n number such tluit it can be halved twice or more times successively, but tho quotient left when it can no longer be halved is an odd number not unity,6 i.e. it is a number of the form 2" + I (2m + l). The * odd-times odd ' number i.s not defined as such by Nicomachus and lambttchus, but Theon of Smyrna quotes n curious use of the term ; lie says that it was one of tho names applied to prime numbers (excluding of course 2), for these have two odd factors, namely 1 and the number itsolf.0
Prime or inconiposite numbers (jrpwroy Kal acrt/i/#eroy) and secondary or composite numbers (Sevrtpo? Ktti <r&i>6tros) am distinguished in n fragment of Speusippus based upon works of Philolaus.1 We are told6 that Thymuridus called a pritno number rectilinear (etfflvypa/i/Hterfs), the ground being that it can only be set out in one dimension0 (since tho only measure
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